Super Smooth Finish

Smart Features:

It can be used on
all types of

It improves the tensile strength
of the wall.
Wall putty increases the lifespan of the
wall paint
Provides smooth and uniform nish
to rough plaster.

Exterior cement plasters /
Interior walls,

Perfect bonding with the substrare.

asbestos sheets, concrete &
AAC block etc.,

Resists growth of algae and fungi on wall.

Ranaatus Procon Private Limted

Good Workability & Good water
resistance.
Good intercoat adhesion to
emulsion paints.
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Super Smooth Finish

BEAUTIFY
YOUR WORLD WITH
RANACON FINISH

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

A). Wall Putty Mixing
Mix till it attains a consistent & uniform workable paste.
Make a mix of the paste that can be used within 2-3 hours.

B). Method of Application
Clean and pre-wet the wall / plaster surface before
applying Wall Putty.
Application of wall putty without lling cracks will
lead to aking.
Apply the rst coat starting from bottom to upward
direction with a putty blade.
Maintain a maximum thickness of 1.5mm for 2 coats.
Wait for minimum 3 hours.
As the rst coat dries up, clean the surface
with a dry cloth.
Apply the second coat from top to downward
direction with putty blade.
Wait for 12 hours.
Clean the surface with a ne emery paper
before applying paint.
Apply the paint once the surface becomes
touch dry.

Available Packs
1Kg

5Kg

20Kg

40Kg

Technical Details
a: Drying time:
Surface dry time 30 min

b. Sheen levels:
NS

c. Flash point IS01/1987 Part 1, Sec 6: NA
d. Stability of thinned paint:
To be used within 45 minutes.

Shelf Life: 1 year from date of manufacture in original tightly
sealed sacks away from direct sunlight and excessivve heat.

Coverage
On rough masonry surface by putty knife

2 COATS

10 - 15 sq.ft/kg for upto 1.5mm
thickness in 2 coats

WALL PUTTY (WHITE CEMENT BASED) - INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
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